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Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green,

Rhodes, Reams
Will Debate
In Cleveland

The debate on Nov. 5, three
days before the election, is expected to be the only one between the candidates during the
campaign.
Both had rejected invitations
from radio and television stations for other deabates, though
Reams had agreed to question
and answer sessions on the same
platform with the governor.

Each candidate will speak for
15 minutes and have ten minutes for rebutal. They then will
answer questions from the floor.
City Club officials said the
debate probably would be televised, but details have not been
worked out.
The governor, meanwhile, said
he has been called to Washington
by the President for a conference Friday.
Rhodes said he did not know
the nature of the conference, to
which other governors also have
been invited.
Because of the Washington trip,
the
"Report - To - The People Caravan" tour has been
cancelled for that day. It had
stops scheduled in Xenia, Springfield, WarrenCounty.Milfordand
Batavia.

IT COULD be that he's just admiring it, or maybe he's trying
to figure out what it's supposed to be. Regardless, University senior Larry Donald seems intrigued by the mural on the
side of the new library. (Photo by Mike Kuhlin.)

Grade Averages Up
For Last Semester
A slight increase in student
grades was reported by the Registrar's Office yesterday when
academic grades for the second
semester of the 1965-66 school
year were released.
The all undergraduate men's
average for the second semester was 2.309, a slight Increase
from the previous semester average of 2.247.
Women students for the second
semester last year compiled an
over-all average of 2.547, also
an increase from the previous
2.531.
Breaking down the grades into
the four different classes, the
registrar reported the following
figures: Freshman - 2.235; Sophomore - 2.332; Junior - 2.576;
and Senior - 2.800.

21 Administration
New Staff Members Hired
University officials have
chosen 21 new administrative officers and staff members to
assume responsibilities beginning this year.
New members and their positions include Melissa B. Anderson, administrative assistant
in the University News Service;
Neal Allen, assistant director
of housing; Mary A- Brower,
assistant dean of women; and
Patrick M. Conway, assistan dean
of men.
Also appointed to positions were Charles R. Furman,
producer-director of WBGU-TV
Susan L. Goldwater, serials
assistant. Library; and Kathleen
Hancock, to dining hall manager,
Founders Quadrangle.
Barbara Keller is a new assistand dean of women; Kathrine Keller, dining hall manager of Krelscher Quadrangle;
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58 On Faculty
Are Promoted

COLUMBUS (AP)-- Governor
Rhodes yesterday agreed to take
on his Democratic challenger.
State Sen. Frazier Reams Jr„
in the traditional Cleveland City
Club pre- election debate.

There had been some speculation that Rhodes might refuse
the City Club debate because of
a feeling that he had been abused by a house packed with
Democrats when he debated thenGovernor Michael Disalle in
1962.

Ohio

J. Owen McKee, purchasing officer; and Leslie G. Rodd, office assistant. College of Education.
Other new members of theUnlversity staff are Garland Anderson, University physician and
assistant professor; M. Hawley
Smith, assistant to the president
for special projects; Joyce A.
Swope, library assistant; Peter
Vail, administrative assistant in
the Union; Harold R. Wassink,
assistant registrar.
Also Dolores Weeks, clinical
assistant in the psychology clinic, Kohann Whitney, office assistant in the Graduate School office; Sally L. Williams, assistant coordinator of student activities; Eugene R.Wilson, assistant director of development;
Janet K. Woodend, library assistant.

There was a slight drop in
the grades for the 18 fraternities from last semester, while
the sororities also reported a
decline. The Greek men for the
second semester compiled a
2.356 which was a drop from the
previous reported grades of
2.385. The women, meanwhile,
went from a 2.756 to a 2.718.
Among the social fraternities,
Theta Chi led with a 2.533 average (active 2.636, pledges
1.984); Kappa Sigma, 2.498 (actives 2.570, pledges 2.128); Sigma Chi, 2,497 (actives 2.599,
pledges 2.167); Beta Theta Pi,
2.434 (actives 2.543, pledges
2.211); Sigma Alpha Epsllon, 2.
387 (actives 2.450, pledges
2.245);
Zeta Beta Tau 2.387 (actives
2.534, pledges 2.023); Alpha Tau
Omega, 2.385 (actives 2.492,
pledges 1.960); Phi Kappa Tau,
2.355 (actives 2.584, pledges
1.743); Phi Delta Theta, 2.345
(actives 2.445, pledges 2/125);
Delta Upsilon, 2.343 (actives
2*432, pledges 2*074); Pi Kappa
Alpha, 2.321
(actives 2.379.
pledges 1.945);
Tau Kappa Epsilon, 2.287 (actives 2.371, pledges 1*392); Sigman Phi Epsilon, 2.284 (actives
2.340, pledges 2.107); Sigma Nu
2.276 (actives 2*460, pledges
2*043); Alpha Sigma Phi, 2.256
(actives 2.384, pledges 2.150);
Delta Tau Delta, 2.245 (actives
2*407, pledges 1.981); Phi Kappa
Psi, 2.237 (actives 2.364, pledges
1.900); and Alpha Phi Alpha, 2*085
(actives 2.160, pledges 1*000).
Delta Tau Delta was removed
from warning and Alpha Phi Alpha was placed on scholastic probation.
::%::::W::::::*:*:^^

WEATHER
The forecast for today is cloudy
with a high of 60.

The University has approved
promotions in rank for 58 faculty members.
Promotions from associate
professor to professor were:
Stewart Berry, education; John
E. Exner, psychology; Giles R.
Floyd, English; George Herman,
speech; Robert W. Hohn, music;
Howard B. Huffman, business
administration; Bevars D. Mabry, economics; Lorrene L. Ort,
education; Bertll G. F. Si ma,
German and Russian, and Philip R. Wigg, art.
Assistant professor to associate professor promotions were:
Pletro Badia, psychology; Otto
F. Bauer, speech, Anthony B.
Baynard,
romance languages;
Ivan Den Besten, chemistry;
David S. Glasmlre, music; M.
Lee Goddard, business administration; James Q. Graham, history; H. Theodore Groat, sociology, and Lucille G. Hagman,
education.
John H. Hepler, speech; William A. Klrby, mathematics; J.
Frederick Leetch, mathematics;
Bernard Linden, music; John J.
Mancuso, geology; DwightR.Miller, education; Richard C. Neumann, accounting; Bobbie D.
Owens, business administration;
Anthony Saville, education; Edgar B. Singleton, physics, and

John R. Toscano, education.
David S. Newman, chemistry,
was promoted from visiting professor to assistant professor.
Promotions from Instructor to
assitant professor were: Francis B. Baker, music; Lois A.
Cheney, speech; Ewlng Y. Chinn,
philosophy; Robert K. Clark,
speech; Jean P. Deis, music;
Michael E. Doherty, psychology;
Wallace B. Eberhard, journalIsm; Wlllard H. Galliart, accounting; Marian E. Grae, library; Ronald V. Hartley, accounting; Gary R. Hess, history; John A. Howe, geology;
Eldon W. Lanning, political
science, and Trevor J. Phillips,
education.
Donald M. Ragusa, psychology;
Evelyn J. Reiser, English; David C. Roller, history; Timothy
Ross, accounting; Maurice O.
Sandy, health and physical education; Robert Sanov, music; David Skaggs, history; Thomas G.
Stubbs, health and physical education; James Wheeler, accounting, and Fred J. Young, music.
Intern instructor to Instructor
promotions were: Fred N. Am,
art and Ronald J. Jacomlni, art.
Donald E. Nehlen was promoted
from assistant instructor to Instructor in health and physical
education.

University Announces
Regular Appointments
The University yesterday released the names of 55 new
faculty members on regular appointment and James H.McBride
as the director of theTri-County
Campus and assistant professor
of education.
The new members are:
Jack R. Anderson, instructor
in audio-visual services; James
Avery, assistant professor of
music; Robert H. Baldwin, instructor in education; William
D. Bxter, assistant professor
of biology; Thomas L. Bennett,
instructor in education; Sara L.
Berry, instructor and librarian;
John J. Bishop, associate professor of art; George J. Bogdanovitch, assistant professor of
art; Malcolm B.Campbell, assistant professor of education; Gordon C. Carney, assistant professor of biology, and Neal A.
Coll, assistant professor and librarian.
Florence S. Cook, instructor
and librarian; Homer L. Cox,
professor of business education;
Charles J. Cranny, instructor
in psychology; Edmund J. Danziger, assistant professor of history, and James P. Dee, professor of speech.
Wallace E. DePue, instructor
In music, Russell G. Drumiight,
associate professor of education;
Bruce Edwards, associate professor of economics; Annette Eh-

rllch, assistant professor of psychology, Jacob Erhadt, instructor in German and Russian;
James H. Forse, Instructor in
history; Eugene Franckowiak,
instructor in geography; Emma
L. Fundaburk, assistant professor of economics; James R.
Gordon, assistant professor of
journalism, and Norman A. P.
Govoni, instructor in marketing.
Robert C. Graves, assistant professor of biology: Carl
E. Harrell, assistant professor
of mathematics; Paul F. Hoelzley, instructor in music, and
George R. Horton, assistandprofessor of industrial arts;
Harold J. Johnson, associate
professor of psychology; Cornells W. Koutstaal, assistant professor of speech; Donald B.Leventhal, professor of psychology;
Loy D. Littlefield, instructor In
philosophy; Dan P. Millar, instructor in speech; Norman C.
Miller, assistant professor of
economics, and Robert Moomaw,
instructor in education with assignment to the counseling
center,
Robert J. Moore, instructor
In music; Charles F. Mott, assistant professor of business administration; Nelson R. Ober,
Instructor in speech; James W.
O'Leary, assistant professor of
(Continued on page 3)
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Johnson Desperate
By GEORGE BRAATZ
Columnist
Lyndon Johnson is a typical
president of the United States.
That is, he, like his many predecessors, cannot stay above the
policical murk as the leader of
this great nation should.
Johnson realizes that In this
non-presidential election year,
the Democratic Party may be
tasting the bitterness of defeat

On The Right Foot
Long before the entire student body arrived on campus, a group
of seven upperclassmen with the help of the student body organization and the University administration were preparing a concentrated program for a part of the student body.
Orientation Board is the name of the group. Its task is to get
the Incoming freshmen off on the right foot. A period of less than
three days Is all the time available.
The Board over the years has constantly tried to improve and
refine the schedule of events. Most recently, the Freddy Falcon
Revue was replaced by a one-hour book discussion with a faculty
member in an attempt to acclimate the freshman to the academic
life of the University.
The board , with the help of faculty, administrators and students
of all classes plans an evaluation of the present program for the
near future. Any one with any comments pertinent to orientation
will be invited to attend.
Acting as agents for the Board are more than 100 upperclassmen
who pair off to become section leaders for the freshmen.
The orientation schedule features the President's Convocation,
student service activities, religious, academic and administrative
briefings,
library briefings and the opening social event--the
Freshman Mixer.
The purpose of the program is to get the freshmen off to a good
start by providing them with as much vital information as possible.
Bob Clasen, a June, 1966 graduate of the University who is now
an admissions counselor, supervised the program-with assistance
from Sally Williams, assistant coordinator of student activities.
The Orientation Board is composed of Larry Weiss (chairman),
Nancy Lukey, Marty Rogers, Bob Olive, Jackie Svehla, Gayle
Greslck and Loraine Walkup.
For their service to the university and particularly the freshmen,
the News salutes the Orientation Board members, the upperclass
"leaders" and the supervisors.

on many fronts In November.
But even more morale-shattering
to the President Is that the fault
for most of the trouble will rest
squarely on his shoulders. Yes,
our President is getting
desperate.
The Johnson Administration Is
being battered from both sides-foreign policy and domestic affairs. The President wants to hire
support back to his party, and

'But They AH End Up The Same Way —
He Got The Job"

Former Vice President Richard Nixon, who has been campaigning for GOP candidates, has
predicted a similar move by
Johnson to halt Inflation. It will
be "a grandstand move...using
a pea-shooter to try to bring
down an elephant," Nixon said.
To counter the Inflation arguement, the President has said, "I'd
much rather have the problems
of prosperity of the 1960's than
the problems of poverty of the
1930's
Very true.No one can disagree.
But, I would rather be without
both--which Is not Impossible.
This Is Just Johnson's way of
evading the real question.

Effect And Cause
By JIM TAFT
Columnist
and escaped. After 22 days in the
jungle, he was spotted and rescued by a helicopter.
Seven weeks of recuperation
followed, during which time he
gained back the 59 pounds he has
lost during his imprisonment.
While speaking to the press in
San Diego, he said ".. .1 wanted
to be free . . .Man, it is great
to be alive."

Perry Explains

Student Seating

Those men have not died in
vain. They have died, and many
more will die, for a cause. It is
time all Americans be made
aware of that cause.

I
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In a Labor Day s p e e c h In
Lancaster. O., Johnson, said,
"Think of the problems of your
grandparents, of the challenges of
other generations, of your situation now, of what is best for
your country, and vote the way
you think best."
We are not living in our grandparents day, and not with their
problems. We have new and different problems and must find
new and different solutions. If
Johnson wants to live in his
grandparents' day, let him. But
must he drag the nation with him?
The voting public will be thinking of what the President has
said countless times in the last
few months, "If you don't like
the Democratic prosperity, vote
for the other party,"
Millions may Just take his
Open Letter to Students:
advice.
On Oct. 1 we play the University of Dayton in the first game in
In supposedly non- political
the new stadium. This is a beautiful stadium and places us at the
speeches
In the last few months,
top in Mid-American Conference athletic facilities. I know that the
the President has exploited Restudent body will take a great deal of pride in this stadium.
publican favorites for the benefit
of Democratic underdogs.
Through no fault of anyone the stadium will not be completely
For example,
Republican
finished for the first game. The contractors have been very coSenator Jacob Javits lent his preoperative and have put forth their best effort to enable us to have
stige to a Syracuse platform,
Opening Day on Oct. 1.
If everyone knows the situation and
where Johnson spoke, but spotco-operates we can have a banner day. The facts are as follows:
lighted a political rival of Javits.
The same type of thing happened
l.The west side(students' section) will not be completely finished
elsewhere In New York, Maine,
with all the seats Installed. It will be necessary for you to sit on
Vermont, and Rhode Island on
the concrete risers. These are Just like seats and still give you
presidential tours.
the best location in the stadium.
Johnson is doing anything to
obtain votes.
2. Only students will sit on the West Side for the first game.
Ace Washington columnist
This should add to the spirit and enthusiasm of the cheering section.
Marquis Childs reports that
Johnson will wait till just after
3. Plans call for all the seats to be installed on the west side
the election to push for a tax
for our second game against Kent State University Oct. 22.
Increase and the appropriation
of millions of dollars to further
I see no reason why this first game cannot be staged in a first
the war in Viet Nam. Childs
class' manner. In fact, we believe that you can make it a memorsays that Congressmen fear that
able occasion. Much of the success of past achievements in athwaiting till after the Nov. 8
letics has been due to the tremendous support given by our student
.election
will be too late to halt
body. I'm sure that once again we can count on you.
ian economic slide, and if such
Thank you.
,is the case, a recession will
Doyt L. Perry
occur next year.
Director of Athletics
But Johnson is timing his plans
only for the election.
%
$
The President will try to pull
£;
The News welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be
typewritten and signed by the outhor and carry his typewritten
•:•: something from his less-thanmagic hat to stop the swing
:|;j name, address and phone number.
As many letters as possible will be published within the
away from the Democratic Parlimits of space, good taste and laws of libel. The News re•? ty. Be prepared - because a desserves the right to edit letters more than 300 words in length.
:■:•
perate President has his eye
on the polls.

Open Letter To Students

There have been over 5,000
men killed in Viet Nam to date,
and some Americans violently
oppose our intervention there.
But Dengler's feelings are the
same as thousands of other U.S.
fighting men in Viet Nam and
elsewhere. We are free. A mericans have something in their
heritage that strives for freedom,
for us and for oppressed people
everywhere.

The B-G News

1
1

The U.S. Citizenry is tired of
the war In Viet Nam and Is looking
for an end to the fighting.
A top Republican strategist.
Rep. Mel Laird, of Wisconsin,
has warned GOP candidates not
to make Viet Nam a key issue.
He predicts that Johnson will
make what he calls, "a spec
tacular grandstand play," to
eliminate this Issue shortly before the election.
With this warning. Republicans
have been pounding out the Inflation issue steadily. Prices
have been continually splrallng
and buying power has been constantly sliding downhill.

MIDDLE OF THE ROAD

On an overcast morning last
February, Dieter Dengler guided
his sleek Navy jet along the deck
of the carrier Ranger, little
knowing that his bombing mission over Viet Nam would help
explain our reason for being
there.
The German - born U.S. naturalized pilot was on his first
mission over war-torn Viet Nam.
As the 28-year-old lieutenant
moved in on his targets, ground
fire crippled his plane, and forced him to crash land in Laos.
He was taken prisoner by the
Communists after a night of dazed
wandering. He was paraded from
village to village, and when refusing to provide information or
sign a letter condemning theU.S..
was tortured and beaten unconscious.
Dengler was finally delivered
to a stockade deep in the jungle,
where for over three months he
and six other Americans devoured rats and snakes to stay alive.
Late in June, he freed himself

he has this past summer, and
will in the next month, do various things with the sole purpose
of gaining votes.

!
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World News Roundu

24 Administrative
Pramatians Made
Twenty-four promotions and
changes in administrative assignments and organizations have
been made since last semester.
Including the transfer of the Department of Geography from the
College of Business Administration to the College of Liberal
Arts.
The transfer was made at the
request of the Geography Department and was approved by
the Executive Committee of the
College of Business Administration, the Liberal Arts Council,
the Academic Council and recommended by the Provost.
Personnel changes are as follows:
Fred N. Am, intern instructor in art and administrative
assistant in buildings and faclitles to Instructor in art and
assistant to the University architect.
James G. Bond, part-time
assistant clinical professor in
psychology to associate clinical
professor and director of the
Psychology Clinic.
Clifton P. Boutelle, assistant
director to director of News
Service.
J. Richard Bryson, instructor
in education also appointed as
coordinator of conferences and
space assignments.
Dr. Harvey Burnette, director
of University Health Service and
associate professor to professor and director.
Howard A.Crist, assistant director in electronic data processing center to assistant operations director of the computer
erations director of the computation center.
John R. Davidson, professor
of marketing with one-half teaching assignment to full-time
teaching assignment.
Harold A.Dock, Intern instructor in education to placement
assistant.
David G. Elsass, assistant to
the dean to assistant dean, College of Education.
Herbert J. Gauerke, professor
of German and Russian, appointed
acting chairman of that depart-

Biologist Studies
Atomic Zone Rots
A University biologist has returned from his third summer
of research work In theMarshall
Islands.
Professor William B.Jackson,
studied ecology and population
dynamics of species of rats on
Enlwetok Atoll, one of the reef
island systems used as a testing ground for atomic and hydrogen devices. His work was
done for the Atomic EnergyCommlssion.
Dr. Jackson studied the means
of survival and repopulatlon of
rats surviving the heat and shock
of bomb blasts. He also examine possible residual genetic
damages in the rats.

ment to replace Walter R. Morris.
Robert P. Goodwin, associate
professor and acting chairman
of philosophy department, appointed as chairman of that department.

Robert M. Guion, professor of
psychology, appointed as chairman of the psychology department to replace John E. Exner.
Daniel C. Henige, assistant
to director of electronic data
processing center to operations
system programmer, computation center.
John H. Holmes, instructor
in marketing , also appointed
as assistant to the Provost on
a half-time basis.
Archie H. Jones, dean. College of Liberal Arts, also appointed as professor of American
studies in departments of history and English.
Jmaes W. Lessig, coordinator
of space assignments and assistant director of development to
director of athletic promotion
and freshman basketball coach.
Bevars D. Mabry, professor
of economics, also appointed as
chairman of that department to
replace Leland S. Van Scoyac.
John Martin, admissions counselor to assistant director of
admissions.
F. Lee Miesle, pofessor and
chairman of the speech department, re-appointed as chairman
of the department for four years.
William Misamore, director of
central electronic data processing to operations director
computation center.
Richard C. Neumann, assistant
professor of accounting and director of computing center to
associate professor of accounting and director of computational
services.
Charles C. Rich, associate
professor of geology, also
appointed as director of honors

J-School Interns
To Give Talks
Five journalism students who
completed Internships this summer will be featured speakers
at the first meeting of the Press
Club 7 p.m. Monday in the Alumni Room.
Scheduled to give talks concerning their Internship programs are Larry Donald, who
was editor of the Deshler Flag
for two weeks; Jim Taft, an advertising staffer with the Cleveland Press; JackHartman, sports
editor for the Norwalk Reflector; Marilyn Draper, reporter
for the Elyria Chronicle-Telegram, and Randy Ketcham, public relations representative for
State Treasurer John D. Herbert.
Refreshments will be served
and new Press Club officers will
be Introduced.

OPPORTUNITY
for young aggressive,
enferprising
Advertising, Salesmen & Women
CONTACT GARY OR BARRY

B-G News Office
Ph. 3344

program.
The following faculty members
have returned from leaves of
absence:
Edwin C. Bomeli, professor
and chairman of accounting department.
Mearl R. Guthrie, professor
and chairman of business education department.
Mary C. Hissong, associate
professor of English.
Norman J. Meyer, associate
professor of chemistry.

WASHINGTON (A P)--The government
yesterday clamped
tighter Interest rate controls on
banks and savings and loan associations.
Three government regulatory
agencies fixed new Interest rate
ceilings for the more than 18,000
banks and financial institutions
under their control.
The agencies acted within an
hour after President Johnson signed a bill granting them broader
authority to halt rising interest
rates.
WASHINGTON (AP)-- The
President left the door open to

52 Receive Term
Faculty Positions
The University has granted
one-year appointments to 52 new
faculty members.
Included in this group are:
Mark F. Asman, graduate assistant. Instructor, accounting;
Paul W. Avers, Instructor, education; Rafael Ballesteros, visiting lecturer, business adminlting lecturer, romance languages; Charles E. Bartlett, parttime lecturer, business administration; Gary L. Baxter, instructor, business administration.
Betty L. Bennett, instructor,
home economics;
Hugh L .
Blckford, instructor, sociology;
Walter R. Bortz, instructor, industrial arts; Gary L. Bowman,
instructor, business administration; Jean B. Campbell, instructor, health and physical education.
I-Te Chen, instructor, history;
James Cress, assistant professor, accounting; James A.
Dlllohay, intern instructor, education; Marilyn Duffus, instructor, music; Larry A. Eberhardt,
instructor, political science; James F. Gulnan, assistant professor, psychology, assigned to
Counseling Center.
Ronald H. Herbert, Instructor,
physics; Donald C. Horton, professor, economics; Jack H.
Hutchison, associate professor,
education; Maxim D. Janowsky,
part-time Instructor, music;
Warren Jaworsky, Instructor,
music.
Edwin L. Keck instructor,
marketing; Mark Kelly, assistant professor, music; Randy
Knavel, instructor, geography;
Virginia Joanne Leibfeid, instru-

ctor, home economics; Kathleen
P. Lowry, instructor, education;
Safia K. Mohsen, instructor, sociology.
James E. Nagel, instructor,
business education; Joseph A.
Nordstrom, visiting associate
professor, business education;
Richard R.Ogden, intern instructor, education; Helmut Pellischek-Wilsdorf, visiting lecturer, German and Russian.
Arvo Puukari, visiting professor, marketing; Thomas P.Reicosky, instructor, health and
physical education; James P.
Rodechko, instructor, history;
Howard O. Rowe, Intern instructor, education; James R. Royse,
instructor, philosophy.
Alfred C. Schnur, visiting professor, sociology, Toma Schwartz, instructor, music; Sue
Henderson
Seid, instructor,
music; Frank E. Sheldler, parttime lecturer, business administration; Donald E. Shepardson,
Instructor, history.
James V. Shindler, assistant
professor, accounting; Sanford
Silverstein, visiting professor,
sociology; Irene Skinner, instructor, home economics; Phillip Slaymaker, intern instructor, education; Olln W. Smith,
research professor, psychology.
Ronald D. Smith, instructor,
education; Harrison B. Summers, part-time visiting professor, speech; Joyce P. Tracey,
instructor, education; Donald R.
Walli8 Jr., Instructor, journalism; Charles R. Webb, instructor, accounting; John A. White,
instructor, health and physical
education.

THE
NEWEST!

P

a possible tax Increase in the
months ahead. He said, however, he won't make a decision
until congress completes action
on this year's money bills and
he receives estimates of war
costs in Viet Nam.

Frosh Cut Badly
In Dorm Mishap
University freshman Terry
Brown, 18,fromCleveland^ sustained a "very deep" lasceration on his right forearm last
night when he ran it through a
glass window, a Wood County
Hospital spokesman said.
The accident occured at the
door on the southwest corner
of Rodgers Quadrangle, where
Brown lives.
The hospital spokesman said
the glass cut through tendons,
but that Brown would be released
after treatment at the hospital.

Appointments
(Continued from page 1)

biology; Paul A. O'Meara, assistant professor of mathematics; Asa B. Pieratt, instructor and librarian, and James
F. Ramaley, assistant professor
of mathematics.
Elgle V. Raymond, instructor
in sociology, Brownell Salomon,
instructor in English; Kenneth
M. Shemberg, assistant professor of psychology; Rudolf Skandera, professor of accounting;
Patricia C. Smith, professor of
psychology;
Nancy G. Steen,
instructor and librarian, and
Harold H. Sunn, assistant professor of business administration.
lna G. Temple, Instructor in
health and physical education;
Ivan Trusler, associate professor of music; Thomas L.
Wymer, Instructor In English,
and William J. York, associate
professor of education.
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Jewelry Needs
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And
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Repairing
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Johnson Desperate

On The Right Foot
Long before the entire student body arrived on campus, a group
of seven upperc lass men with the help of the student body organization and the University administration were preparing a concentrated program for a part of the student body.
Orientation Board is the name of the group. Its task is to get
the Incoming freshmen off on the right foot. A period of less than
three days is all the time available.
The Board over the years has constantly tried to Improve and
refine the schedule of events. Most recently, the Freddy Falcon
Revue was replaced by a one- hour book discussion with a faculty
member In an attempt to acclimate the freshman to the academic
life of the University.
The board , with the help of faculty, administrators and students
of all classes plans an evaluation of the present program for the
near future. Any one with any comments pertinent to orientation
will be Invited to attend.
Acting as agents for the Board are more than 100 upperclassmen
who pair off to become section leaders for the freshmen.
The orientation schedule features the President's Convocation,
student service activities, religious, academic and administrative
briefings,
library briefings and the opening social event--the
Freshman Mixer.
The purpose of the program is to get the freshmen off to a good
start by providing them with as much vital information as possible.
Bob Clasen, a June, 1966 graduate of the University who is now
an admissions counselor, supervised the program-with assistance
from Sally Williams, assistant coordinator of student activities.
The Orientation Board is composed of Larry Weiss (chairman),
Nancy Lukey, Marty Rogers, Bob Olive, Jackie Svehla, Gayle
Greslck and Loralne Walkup.
For their service to the university and particularly the freshmen,
the News salutes the Orientation Board members, the upperclass
"leaders" and the supervisors.

By GEORGE BRAATZ
Columnist
Lyndon Johnson Is a typical
president of the United States.
That is, he, like his many predecessors, cannot stay above the
policical murk as the leader of
this great nation should.
Johnson realizes that In this
non-presidential election year,
the Democratic Party may be
tasting the bitterness of defeat

on many fronts in November.
But even more morale- shattering
to the President is that the fault
for most of the trouble will rest
squarely on his shoulders. Yes,
our President is getting
desperate.
The Johnson Administration is
being battered from both sidesforeign policy and domestic affairs. The President wants to hire
support back to his party, and

c

Bui They All End Up The Same Way —
He Got The Job"

JfPSWSV

To counter the Inflation arguement, the President has said, "I'd
much rather have the problems
of prosperity of the 1960's than
the problems of poverty of the
1930's
Very true.No one can disagree.
But, I would rather be without
both--which is not Impossible.
This is just Johnson's way of
evading the real question.

By JIM TAFT
Columnist
and escaped. After 22 days in the
jungle, he was spotted and rescued by a helicopter.
Seven weeks of recuperation
followed, during which time he
gained back the 59 pounds he has
lost during his imprisonment.
While speaking to the press in
San Diego, he said ". . .1 wanted
to be free . . .Man, it is great
to be alive."

; •-'Ai-ni«enirw

Open Letter To Students

There have been over 5,000
men killed in Viet Nam to date,
and some Americans violently
oppose our intervention there.
Hut Dengler's feelings are the
same as thousands of other U.S.
fighting men in Viet Nam and
elsewhere. We are free. Americans have something in their
heritage that strives for freedom,
for us and for oppressed people
everywhere.

Perry Explains
Student Seating
Open Letter to Students:
On Oct. 1 we play the University of Dayton in the first game In
the new stadium. This Is a beautiful stadium and places us at the
top in Mid-American Conference athletic facilities. I know that the
student body will take a great deal of pride In this stadium.

Those men have not died in
vain. They have died, and many
more will die, for a cause. It is
time all Americans be made
aware of that cause.

Through no fault of anyone the stadium will not be completely
finished for the first game. The contractors have been very cooperative and have put forth their best effort to enable us to have
Opening Day on Oct. 1.
If everyone knows the situation and
co-operates we can have a banner day. The facts are as follows:
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The U.S. Citizenry Is tired of
the war in Viet Nam and is looking
for an end to the fighting.
A top Republican strategist.
Rep. Mel Laird, of Wisconsin,
has warned GOP candidates not
to make Viet Nam a key issue.
He predicts that Johnson will
make what he calls, "a spec
tacular grandstand play," to
eliminate this Issue shortly before the election.

Former Vice President Richard Nixon, who has been campaigning for GOP candidates, has
predicted a similar move by
Johnson to halt inflation. It will
be "a grandstand move...using
a pea-shooter to try to bring
down an elephant," Nixon said.

Effect And Cause

EDITORIAL STAFF

he has this past summer, and
will In the next month, do various things with the sole purpose
of gaining votes.

With this warning. Republicans
have been pounding out the Inflation issue steadily. Prices
have been continually splraling
and buying power has been constantly sliding downhill.

MIDDLE OF THE ROAD

On an overcast morning last
February, Dieter Dengler guided
his sleek Navy jet along the deck
of the carrier Ranger, little
knowing that his bombing mission over Viet Nam would help
explain our reason for being
there.
The German - born U.S. naturalized pilot was on his first
mission over war-torn Viet Nam.
As the 28-year-old lieutenant
moved in on his targets, ground
fire crippled his plane, and forced him to crash land in Laos.
He was taken prisoner by the
Communists after a night of dazed
wandering. He was paraded from
village to village, and when refusing to provide information or
sign a letter condemning the U.S.,
was tortured and beaten unconscious.
Dengler was finally delivered
to a stockade deep in the jungle,
where for over three months he
and six other Americans devoured rats and snakes to stay alive.
Late in June, he freed himself
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l.The west side (students' section) will not be completely finished
with all the seats Installed. It will be necessary for you to sit on
the concrete risers. These are Just like seats and still give you
the best location in the stadium.
2. Only students will sit on the West Side for the first game.
This should add to the spirit and enthusiasm of the cheering section.
3. Plans call for all the seats to be installed on the west side
for our second game against Kent State University Oct. 22.
I see no reason why this first game cannot be staged In a first
class- manner. In fact, we believe that you can make it a memorable occasion. Much of the success of past achievements in athletics has been due to the tremendous support given by our student
body. I'm sure that once again we can count on you.
Thank you.
Doyt L. Perry
Director of Athletics
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The News welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be
typewritten and signed by the author and carry his typewritten
name, address and phone number.
As many letters as possible will be published within the
limits of space, good taste and laws of libel. The News reserves the right to edit letters more than 300 words in length.
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In a Labor Day s p e e c h in
Lancaster, O., Johnson, said,
"Think of the problems of your
grandparents, of the challenges of
other generations, of your situation now, of what is best for
your country, and vote the way
you think best."
We are not living In our grandparents day, and not with their
problems. We have new and different problems and must find
new and different solutions. If
Johnson wants to live in his
grandparents' day, let him. But
must he drag the nation with him?
The voting public will be thinking of what the President has
said countless times in the last
few months, "If you don't like
the Democratic prosperity, vote
for the other party,"
Millions may just take his
advice.
In supposedly non-political
speeches in the last few months,
the President has exploited Republican favorites for the benefit
of Democratic underdogs.
For example.
Republican
Senator Jacob Javlts lent his prestige to a Syracuse platform,
where Johnson spoke, but spotlighted a political rival of Javlts.
The same type of thing happened
elsewhere In New York, Maine,
Vermont, and Rhode Island on
presidential tours.
Johnson is doing anything to
obtain votes.
Ace Washington columnist
Marquis Chllds reports that
Johnson will wait till just after
the election to push for a tax
increase and the appropriation
of millions of dollars to further
the war In Viet Nam. Chllds
says that Congressmen fear that
waiting till after the Nov. 8
election will be too late to halt
tan economic slide, and If such
.is the case, a recession will
occur next year.
But Johnson is timing his plans
only for the election.
The President will try to pull
something from his less-thanmagic hat to stop the swing
away from the Democratic Party. Be prepared - because a desperate President has bis eye
on the polls.
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24 Administrative

World News Roundup
WASHINGTON (A P)--The government
yesterday clamped
tighter interest rate controls on
banks and savings and loan associations.
Three government regulatory
agencies fixed new Interest rate
ceilings for the more than 18,000
banks and financial Institutions
under their control.
The agencies acted within an
hour after President Johnson signed a bill granting them broader
authority to halt rising interest
rates.

Promotions Made
Twenty-four promotions and
changes In administrative assignments and organizations have
been made since last semester.
Including the transfer of the Department of Geography from the
College of Business Administration to the College of Liberal
Arts.
The transfer was made at the
request of the Geography Department and was approved by
the Executive Committee of the
College of Business Administration, the Liberal Arts Council,
the Academic Council and recommended by the Provost.
Personnel changes are as follows:
Fred N. Arn, intern instructor in art and administrative
assistant in buildings and faclities to Instructor in art and
assistant to the University architect.
„
James G. Bond, part-time
assistant clinical professor in
psychology to associate clinical
professor and director of the
Psychology Clinic.
Clifton P. Boutelle, assistant
director to director of News
Service,
J. Richard Bryson, instructor
in education also appointed as
coordinator of conferences and
space assignments.
Dr. Harvey Burnette, director
of University Health Service and
associate professor to professor and director.
Howard A.Crist, assistant director in electronic data processing center to assistant operations director of the computer
erations director of the computation center.
John R. Davidson, professor
of marketing with one-half teaching assignment to full-time
teaching assignment.
Harold A.Dock, intern instructor in education to placement
assistant.
David G. Elsass, assistant to
the dean to assistant dean. College of Education.
Herbert J. Gauerke, professor
of German and Russian, appointed
acting chairman of that depart-

Biologist Studies
Atomic Zone Rots
A University biologist has returned from his third summer
of research work in theMarshall
Islands.
Professor William B.Jackson,
studied ecology and population
dynamics of species of rats on
Eniwetok Atoll, one of the reef
island systems used as a testing ground for atomic and hydrogen devices. His work was
done for theAtomic EnergyCommission.
Dr. Jackson studied the means
of survival and repopulation of
rats surviving the heat and shock
of bomb blasts. He also examine possible residual genetic
damages in the rats.

ment to replace Walter R. Morris.
Robert P. Goodwin, associate
professor and acting chairman
of philosophy department, appointed as chairman of that department,

Robert M. Guion, professor of
psychology, appointed as chairman of the psychology department to replace John E. Exner.
Daniel C. Henige, assistant
to director of electronic data
processing center to operations
system programmer, computation center.
John H. Holmes, Instructor
in marketing , also appointed
as assistant to the Provost on
a half-time basis.
Archie H. Jones, dean. College of Liberal Arts, also appointed as professor of American
studies in departments of history and English.
Jmaes W. Lessig, coordinator
of space assignments and assistant director of development to
director of athletic promotion
and freshman basketball coach.
Bevars D. Mabry, professor
of economics, also appointed as
chairman of that department to
replace Leland S. Van Scoyac.
John Martin, admissions counselor to assistant director of
admissions.
F. Lee Miesle, pofessor and
chairman of the speech department, re-appointed as chairman
of the department for four years,
William Misamore, director of
central electronic data processing to operations director
computation center.
Richard C. Neumann, assistant
professor of accounting and director of computing center to
associate professor of accounting and director of computational
services.
Charles C. Rich, associate
professor of geology, also
appointed as director of honors

J-School Interns
To Give Talks
Five Journalism students who
completed Internships this summer will be featured speakers
at the first meeting of the Press
Club 7 p.m. Monday In the Alumni Room.
Scheduled to give talks concerning their Internship programs are Larry Donald, who
was editor of the Deshler Flag
for two weeks; Jim Taft, an advertising staffer with the Cleveland Press; Jack Hartman, sports
editor for the Norwalk Reflector; Marilyn Draper, reporter
for the Elyrla Chronicle-Telegram, and Randy Ketcham, public relations representative for
State Treasurer John D. Herbert.
Refreshments will be served
and new Press Club officers will
be Introduced.

OPPORTUNITY
for young aggressive,
enterprising
Advertising, Salesmen & Women
CONTACT GARY OR BARRY

B-G News Office
Ph. 3344

program.
The following faculty members
have returned from leaves of
absence:
Edwin C. Bomeli, professor
and chairman of accounting department.
Mearl R. Guthrle, professor
and chairman of business education department.
Mary C. Hissong, associate
professor of English.
Norman J. Meyer, associate
professor of chemistry.

WASHINGTON (AP)-- The
President left the door open to

52 Receive Term
Faculty Positions
The University has granted
one-year appointments to 52 new
faculty members.
Included in this group are:
Mark F. Asman, graduate assistant. Instructor, accounting;
Paul W. Avers, instructor, education; Rafael Ballesteros, visiting lecturer, business adminiting lecturer, romance languages; Charles E.Bartlett, parttime lecturer, business administration; Gary L. Baxter, Instructor, business administration.
Betty L. Bennett, instructor,
home economics;
Hugh L .
Bickford, instructor, sociology;
Walter R. Bortz, instructor, industrial arts; Gary L. Bowman,
instructor, business administration; Jean B. Campbell, instructor, health and physical education.
1-Te Chen, instructor, history;
James Cress, assistant professor, accounting; James A.
Dlllohay, intern instructor, education; Marilyn Duffus, instructor, music; Larry A. Eberhardt,
instructor, political science; James F. Gulnan, assistant professor, psychology, assigned to
Counseling Center.
Ronald H. Herbert, Instructor,
physics; Donald C. Horton, professor, economics; Jack H.
Hutchison, associate professor,
education; Maxim D. Janowsky,
part-time Instructor, music;
Warren Jaworsky, instructor,
music.
Edwin L. Keck Instructor,
marketing; Mark Kelly, assistant professor, music; Randy
Knavel, Instructor, geography;
Virginia Joanne Leibfeld, instru-

ctor, home economics; Kathleen
P. Lowry, instructor, education;
Safla K. Mohsen, Instructor, sociology.
James E. Nagel, Instructor,
business education; Joseph A.
Nordstrom, visiting associate
professor, business education;
Richard R.Ogden, intern Instructor, education; Helmut Pellischek-Wilsdorf, visiting lecturer, German and Russian.
Arvo Puukari, visiting professor, marketing; Thomas P.Reicosky, instructor, health and
physical education; James P.
Rodechko, instructor, history;
Howard O. Rowe, Intern instructor, education; James R. Royse,
instructor, philosophy.
Alfred C. Schnur, visiting professor, sociology, Toma Schwartz, instructor, music; Sue
Henderson
Seid, Instructor,
music; Frank E.Sheidler, pantime lecturer, business administration; Donald E. Shepardson,
Instructor, history.
James V. Shindler, assistant
professor, accounting; Sanford
Silversteln, visiting professor,
sociology; Irene Skinner, Instructor, home economics; Phillip Slaymaker, Intern instructor, education; Olin W. Smith,
research professor, psychology.
Ronald D. Smith, instructor,
education; Harrison B. Summers, part-time visiting professor, speech; Joyce P. Tracey,
Instructor, education; Donald R.
Wallls Jr., instructor. Journalism; Charles R. Webb, instructor, accounting; John A. White,
instructor, health and physical
education.

THE
NEWEST!

a possible tax Increase in the
months ahead. He said) however, he won't make a decision
until congress completes action
on this year's money bills and
he receives estimates of war
costs in Viet Nam.

Frosh Cut Badly
In Dorm Mishap
University freshman Terry
Brown, 18,fromClevelandy sustained a "very deep" lasceratlon on his right forearm last
night when he ran it through a
glass window, a Wood County
Hospital spokesman said.
The accident occured at the
door on the southwest corner
of Rodgers Quadrangle, where
Brown lives.
The hospital spokesman said
the. glass cut through tendons,
but that Brown would be released
after treatment at the hospital.

Appointments
(Continued from page 1)
biology; Paul A. O'Meara, assistant professor of mathematics; Asa B. Pieratt, instructor and librarian, and James
F. Ramaley, assistant professor
of mathematics.
Elgie V. Raymond, instructor
in sociology, Brownell Salomon,
Instructor in English; Kenneth
M. Shemberg, assistant professor of psychology; Rudolf Skandera, professor of accounting;
Patricia C. Smith, professor of
psychology;
Nancy G. Steen,
instructor and librarian, and
Harold H. Sutin, assistant professor of business administration.
Ina G. Temple, instructor in
health and physical education;
Ivan Trusler, associate professor of music; Thomas L.
Wymer, Instructor in English,
and William J. York, associate
professor of education.
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Orbiting Cameras

\

Will Map Earth
By The Associated Press

Scientists normally thought of
as wearing bush clothes and digging for rock speciments with
picks and shovels are going to
use cameras in space to carry
on their work.
Geologists of the U.S. Department of the Interior aren't going
to become astronauts but plan
to orbit camera-carrying satellites that will send back pictures of the entire earth's surface, repeating the process at
various times of the day and
year for comparison.
The
planners of project
"Eros" Insist it's just coincidence that the name is that of
the ancient Greek god of love.
It's formed by the first letters
of the project's full title -"Earth Resources Observation
Satellites."
Interior Secretary Stewart
Udall says that the earth's rapid
population and industrial growth
have compounded the geologist's
Job of charting and classif
the earth's natural resources
the earth's natural resources
to the point that there's urgent
need for space technology to help
with the problems.
The picture-taking satellites
can gather facts on a global
basis on the distribution of minerals, water and the extent of
water pollution, agricultural
crops, forests and human habitations.
The resultant picture maps
can then be used for regional
and continental long-range planning," Udall said.
Before Tuesday's announcement the U.S. Geological Survey, an arm of the Interior Department, spent two years on
feasibility studies carried out
with the co-operation of the space
agency along with universities
and other institutions.
Udall's announcement said the
department plans to launch the

first satellite in 1969 at a cost
of about 20 million dollars.
This is "far less than the
cost of photographing the earth
by conventional aerial means,"
he said.
William Fischer, researchco-

Term Positions
Extended For 11
Eleven faculty members formerly on one- year contracts have
been granted probationary appointments of varying length.
Included are these members:
Helen M. Calaway, associate
professor, home economics; Jane
L. Forsyth, assistant professor,
geology; John H. Holmes, Instructor, marketing; Ronald J. Jacomlni. Instructor, art; Laura E.
Kratz,
associate professor,
health and physical eduation.
Louis E. Marini, Instructor,
music; Robert D. Mazur, instructor, art; Ahmed S.A. Mohsen,
instructor, sociology; Bonnie
Motter, Instructor, health and
physical education; David C. Roller, assistant professor, history; and David S. Newman, assistant professor, chemistry.

Copy deadline for
classified advertisers:

ordinator for the program, said
planning is based on eventual
use of four satellites, costing
a possible total of 100 million
dollars.

The fourth satellite might be
in operation by 1972, he said.

The program, designed to acquaint American college professors with the Swedish business
climate, will also give Swedish
industrialists the opportunity to
learn about American educational
processes.
Dean Scmeltz said the trip
would be beneficial to Bowling
Green's recently-developed international business program in
acquainting students with problems occuring when American
business expands to an international scale.
"We will have the opportunity
to view first hand the inner
workings of Swedish industry and
work with
some of the top
industrialists in the country,"
said Dean Schmeltz.
Dean Schmeltz will spend two
weeks with a vice president of
the Saab Motor Co. and his family
in Linkoping, a manufacturing
center in northern Sweden preceding a week of touring Swed-

Private Rooms
for
Banquets

A graduate of Princeton Dr.
Pecora holds a PhJD. from Harvard University. He's been with
Interior since 1939 and spent
the first seven years of his service surveying for minerals in
Alaska and other parts of the
U.S. and Brazil.

MTT©r

Barbara: Please call Darrell,
ext. 3394,

Pictures taken from spacecraft
by NASA indicate that land areas
can be examined and mapped
and the type of plants can be
determined, said Dr. Pecora.
Possibilities of satellite pictures appear to include even
population counts and measurements of dally fluctuations In
traffic flow of both people and
vehicles. Dr. Pecora said.

ish industrial plants. Dr. Rahdert has not yet received his
assignment.
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NEW YORK (AP) -- There
was violence outside a new school
in New York s Harlem yesterday
as pickets continued a long dlspute over who should make policy and pick the staff of the
new $5 million school.
Five persons were arrested.
The antry pickets were led by
"Black Power" advocate Stokley

About 60 "pickets had gathered
outside the school in an effort
to keep the white principal out.
The trouble occurred after an
announcement the white principal
had been re-instated. Earlier
a Negro had been named principal in the wake of demands
by parents.
Although the school's pupils
are almost all Negroes or Puerto
Rlcans, there were about as many
whites as Negroes in yesterday's
crowd of demonstrators.
About half of the school's teachers are Negores and they had
joined whites In supporting the
re-instated white principal.Even
the Negro who had been named
principal joined in backing him,
saying she did not want to be
promoted because of her color.
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BWOlWCi Mere
The University opened Its
doors yesterday to almost three
times as m a n y students as attended classes here 10 years
ago.
The on-campus enrollment is
nearly 11,000 and an additional 1,500 students are enrolled
at the University's four branches,
Registrar Glenn I. Van Wormer
said.
The freshman class of 2,900
students is the largest class
ever to attend the University,
Growing with the enrollment
is the University's faculty, which
reached an all-time high of 534
with the addition of 107 new
faculty members this fall,
The academic staff has nearly
doubled since 1960.

The University answered a plea
for beds from Kent State University last week after Kent officials learned that a shipment
of 400 bedsprings for freshman dormitories would arrive
late.
A spokesman for a Chicago
shipping firm told Kent officials
that delivery would be delayed
until at least Oct. 4 because
of government priorities related
to the Viet Nam war effort.
Classes started at Kent two weeks
prior to that date.
Bowling Green contributed 75
double bunk beds and the Youngstown YMCA provided 125 bunks.
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In charge of project Eros is
a veteran of surveys by presatellite methods -- Dr. William
Pecora, director of the department's geological survey division.

Dean, Professor Tour
Swedish Industries
Dean William F. Schmeltz of
the College of Business Administration and Dr. Karl G. Rahdert, professor of business administration, are among 25 American
business
professors
studying Swedish industrial problems on a tour of that country.
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Such is the Proprietor, and proud of it. In
sweaters of lamb's woollen, none have
thought longer and with greater concentration than he. One solution shown. Others to
be seen at the Gentleman's convenience.
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NEWEST DORM PLEASES RESIDENTS

Kreisher Quad Tops
BY ROGER BUEHRER
Feature Writer
It's really greatl
That's the opinion of many of
the 1358 students who are living in Kreisher Quadrangle--

Harshman Quad's twin and Bowling Green's newest dormitory.
They like it despite the distance from campus and some
loose ends workers are tying
up on the dormitory, named after

~*FROM A RAMBLING ROSE-~{

Quite A Line
By ROSEMARY KOVACS
Feature Editor
Some say BG students complain alot. They complain about the
lines in the Administration Bldg, the Bookstore, or the lineup at
the women's dormitories at closing hours. But bless "PT # 1"
(Power Tower?) that there are no lines such as at Ohio University,
Miami or Kent.
There, students are still waiting in line for beds and baths.
Many students returned to Ohio University to find rhey would
spend their first night on mattresses in new unfinished dorms.
According to the student newspaper The Post, men students
were forced to sleep in a wrestling room and basement recreation
rooms.
One woman's dormitory had only temporary power and hot water
supplies. Even bath facilities were incomplete.
At Kent State and Miami University bedless dorms also opened.
But officials promise the workmen will shortly move out and
the students in.
•••••••
The battle of the books begins at BG this week but last week,
Ohio University was having another kind of battle--the battle of
the drinking card lines.
Since OU officials decided to omit birth dates from the new
student identification cards, Athens police are issuing " little
white drinking cards" to women. Guys must show their draft
cards to be admitted to the local pubs.
So, reported The Post, the women lined up, nearly 1600 of them
to take their oath-- "1 do solemnly swear.. .that I am old enough
to drink In Athens."

Instead of the "birds and the bees" talk now it is the "boys
and the blinds."
One of the first tactful warnings counselors are giving women
from Founders to Harshman to be sure to close their blinds at
night-- because the guys aren't blind and as one counselor said,
"Last year, the situation really got bad."

Robert Rudd, director of housing, had to turn down a novel request already.
A petite 5' 2" freshman woman was relegated to the top bunk in
her Founders dormitory room. She may have accepted the fate
but her mother wasn't about to.
Mr. Rudd picked up his phone and was confronted with the
mother demanding a ladder for her daughter.
No ladder possible, Mr. Rudd explained. How about a room
change for the woman, he asked.
Well.no,no..jievermind then, the mother insisted.

Two freshmen women were walking toward the Union from
Founders when they came to the seal In the middle of the sidewalk
(no animai,the circular University stone).
One of the women was ready to hop on the seal (no pun intended),
but the other stopped her in time. She had heard about the step of
fate--the unwritten tradition that if anyone steps on the seal,he or
she will never get pinned, engaged, etc.
But then a nearby upperclassmen tried another angle. He told
them the real reason not to step on the seal was for safety--the
seal stone is rumored to be a trap door to the tunnel system of
Bowling Green.

••••••
The News welcomes subscriptions but there was one that had
to be turned down.
A freshman signed up to have the News delivered to a Founders'
room.

Ervln J. Kreisher.retired University treasurer.
"This place Is really great,"
was Terry Berridge's comment
on Kreisher Unit C. "I like the
dining facilities..Jood is good..,
and the rooms couldn't be any
nicer," Berridge, a freshman,
said.
"I wish they would get this
job done," Junior Susan Mapes
expressed.
Other than some wiring and
finishing work.construction on
the $6,500,000 Kreisher Quadrangle Is completed. Finishing
touches will be given within four
to six weeks, F.E. Beatty,
director of buildings and facilities said.
Needing finishing touches are
the recreation room, lounges on
a few of the floors, and the
incinerators.
"Our
biggest problems in
constructing the dormitory were
the time factors and labor," Mr.
Beatty explained. "In fact, the
labor shortage was so bad, the
plumbers were brought In from
Pennsylvania.''
One slight hitch cropped up
about three weeks ago when
workers noticed that the globes
on the lights In the hall were
broken. At first it was thought
that construction workers were
breaking them accidentally. But
it was discovered that the globes
had flaws In them.
When the light bulbs would
get too hot, the glass globes
would explode. At least 200
globes are now being replaced,
Mr. Beatty said.
The building will be paid for
by dormitory revenues bonds
issued for the next 40 years.
These are paid for by student

ALTHOUGH LANDSCAPING i» incomplete and a few other
finishing touches are yet to oe made, residents of Kreicher
Quadrangle like their new home.

dormitory payments,Mr. Beatty
said.
Sixty-five men and women are
working full time on food service,
maintenance and custodial work.
Two hundred to 300 students are
employed part time.
Most of the freshman sports
teams and varsity football team
live In Kreisher Unit C, James
Grahm, residence hall director
said.
"We are planning to be well
represented In the intramural
program this year. We
are
also planning quite a few social
events," he said.
Unit D's second floor could
practically be called the home
of "Shatzel Souls"--men who

were moved when the old dorm
was converted to offices.
Somehow loyalty for "The Hole
With Soul" has vanished.-"This
dormitory is Just tremendous,"
Frank Gabrenya, former Shatzel
resident, said.
"We have a lot of guys with
some organizations experience.
We're going to try to make this
the finest dormitory on campus.
"But we are going to try to
make the spirit of Shatzel live
on," he promised.
"A most beautiful dormitory."
That's the way they sum it up.
Or as Sharon Dudley,219
Kreisher A described it:
"This Is what I call luxurious
living."

VISIT YOUR OFF-CAMPUS
BOOK STORE

Bee Gee
Book Store
Across From Harshman

NEW

BOOKS

USED

Bee Gee Book Store has:
• All required texts for BGSU courses

The B-G News
Has Openings On Its Staff For
• Advertising Salesmen
• Photographers

• Approved art and engineering supplies
• BGSU sweatshirts and mascots
(largest selection in town)
• Complete line of school supplies
and materials.
We Buy Your Used Books!
Highest Cash Prices For Your Text Books Every Day!

LOW PAY - GREAT EXPERIENCE
Fill out an application at

THE B-G NEWS Office -106 University Hall

"Happiness is a New Mace to Buy & Self .your books*
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41 Resign Positions
With Faculty, Staff

The University has announced
Ohio.
the resignations of 41 of last
Robert Kissinger, radio-tv enyear's faculty.
gineer, to accept a position at
These include:
Chester C. • Harpur College, New York; Carl
Arnold, assistant director of
E. Larson, Instructor in speech,
placement, to accept a position to accept a position at the Unat Occidental College, Los Angiversity of Wisconsin; Myra Mceles; Eleanor V. Attinello, inPherson, resident hall director,
structor and librarian, to resume Alice Prout Hall; Elizabeth B.
household duties; Arthur
D. Mannion, instructor in music,
Austin, assistant professor of to accept a position at the Unbusiness administration, to aciversity of Michigan.
cept a position at Cleveland-MarRuth Maule, residence hall dirshall Law School; Edwin C. ector, Mooney Hall;
Michael
Bergmann, assistant professor Merbaum, assistant professor
of Industrial arts, to accept a and director of the Psychology
position at Lansing Community Clinic, to accept a position at
College.
Adelphi University; Alfred C.
Dr. Charles Blake, assistant Mudrich, instructor in mathemprofessor and University physicatics; Elizabeth Noonan, office
ian to return to private pracassistant in the Graduate School
tice; Allen G. Brown, assistant Office , to assume household dutreasurer, to accept a position ties.
at Metropolitan Junior College,
Gerald A. Parks, assistKansas City, Missouri; Allen D. ant professor of industrial arts,
Bushong, assistant professor of to accept a position at Iowa
geography, to accept a position State University; Ted M. Payne,
at the University of South Caroperations-production manager,
olina; Fiora Contino, associate Channel 70, to accept a position
professor of music, to accept at WOOK-TV, Washington, C.C.;
a position at Indiana University. Sue Putnam, office assistant in
Don E.Cook, assistant director the admissions office, to marry;
of admission, to accept a posi- Colvin Ross, associate profestion Ohio State University; Robsor of education, to accept a posert J. Dewey. coordinator of ition at Northern 11 lions Universtudent activities, to accept a sity.
position at the University of
Larry D. Singell, assistRochester;
Lloyd D. Doney, ant professor of economics, to
assistant professor of business accept a position at Wayne Stadministration, to accept a posiate University; Carl Schwobel,
tion at Marquette University; resident hall director atRodgers
Tollin G. Eakins, instructor in Quadrangle, to accept a position
speech, to accept a position at with Marathon Oil Company;
Iowa University.
Cheryl Smith, assistant coordinDr. William Elderbrock, asator of student activities, to
sistant professor and University marry.
physician, to return to private
Sherman Stanage, associate
practice; Donald J. Elderbrock, professor of philosophy, to acassistant professor of music, to
accept a position at the Cleveland Institute of Music; W.Bruce
Erickson, assistant professor of
economics, to accept a position
at the University of Minnesota;
Helen Gertsen, Instructor in edWESTERVILLE (AP) -- More
ucation, to resume household duthan 100 Otterbein College stuties.
Frederic M.Glaser, assistant dents have volunteered to spend
professor of physics, to accept a a weekend repairing the ravage
of vandals to the home of a
position in an industrial reNegro
couple.
search laboratory in HousThe students will be helping
ton Texas; Jacqueline M. Gribbons, assistant dean of women,
to accept a position at the University of Vermont; M. Thomas
Hay, residents hall director at
Conklin, to accept a position
at MapletonHighSchool, Ashland,
Information is available on
campus for male and female
students interested in service
with the U.S. Navy, Dr. Bruce
K. Alcorn, assistant professor
of education, has announced.
Dr. Alcorn said programs are
available in both the aviation
and the service fleet.
Two programs are available
902 E. Wooster St.
for freshman or sophomore students.
In these, the person
(Across From Kohl Hall)
maintains
his student status
and receives his commission imEverything For Your
mediately upon graduation. Dr.
Every Day Needs...
Alcorn said.

Sherman Stanage, associate
professor of philosophy, to accept a position at Trinity University; Richard G. Staples, assistant professor of journalism;
Dr*.R.. Therrlault, dining hall
manager at Harshman, to accept a position at Ohio State
University.
Charles M. Unkovic, associate
professor os sociology, to move
to Cleveland; Donald S. Wakefield, associate professor of business education, to accept a position at the Tennessee Technological University.
Roy J. Weger, associate professor of music, to accept a position at Southern Methodist University and Bonadine J. Woods,
instructor in home economics, to
assume houehold duties.

Brass Quintet
To Open Season
In Artist Series
Four "outstanding performances" are planned for the 196667 Artist Series, Dr. Harold B.
Obee, chairman of the culture
activities committee , has announced.
The American Brass Quintet
will present the first performance Oct. 2. Also secheduled
this year are the Chicago Symphony Orchestra , Nov. 20; Beaux
Arts Trio, Feb. 26; and the
Jerome Hines Bass Singers, May
7.
Tickets for the series go on
sale next week in the lobby of
the University Union. Student
tickets for the series are $5.50,
with non-student ducats
at
$12.50.

Otterbein Students Offer Aid

To Couple Hit By Vandals

Navy Service
Data Available

T.O/S
CAMPUS
CORNER

James Campbell, an employee
of the Westerville Refuse Department, and his wife, a cook
for a fraternity at the college.
The couple had rented a house
from the college and spent a
week cleaning in preparation for
repainting. Campbell had bought
15 gallons of paint.
Sunday, he found vandals had
broken in and smeared the paint
over the walls, floor, woodwork
and plumbing. He faced as much
as two months of work scraping
paint and getting the house ready
for occupancy.
When students and college
officials heard of the incident,
Otterbein President Lynn Turner
offered to replace the paint.College officials worked with the
students to arrange work direction and transportation.
Cambell's present landlord
agreed to let the couple and
their four children stay on, without rent, until the new home is
ready.

1966

17 Faculty Members
Take 1966-67 Leaves
Seventeen
faculty members
were granted leaves of absence
for the 1966-67 academic year,
it was announced yesterday.
Those named were:
Warren S. Allen, associate
professor of music, to accept
a position in the department of
music at the University of Wyoming; Liuda L Alssen, assistant professor of German and
Russian, to do research and to
study in Europe; Samuel D. Andrews, instructor in education
to complete work on a doctorate at the University of Connecticut.
Jerome Clubb, assistant professor of history, to become
assistant program director with
the National Science Foundation
in Washington D.C.; Sabbah Al
Haj, assistant professor of economics, to meet residency abroad requirement, and Joseph
E. Kivlin, assitant professor of
sociology, to become associate
director for India of the Michigan State University AID diffusion project.
Donald S. Longworth, professor of sociology, to become professor of sociology at Texas
Technological College; Marilynn
R. Lyke, instructor in health
and physical education, to assume household duties; Thomas
C. Maroukis, instructor in history, to do research in London
and Paris.
C. Virginia Myers, assistant
professor of English, for travel and research;
Bobby D.
Owens, associate professor of
business administration, to serve
under the academic administration internship program of the
American Council on Education
at Indiana Universit, and Daniel
B. Ramsdell, assistant professor
of history, to do research in
Japan.
Timothy Ross, assistant professor of accounting, to pursue
a doctoral program at Michigan
State University; Bruce R. Vogeli, associate
professor of
mathematics, a two- year extension of leave of absence to serve
in Washington D.C. under the
National Science Foundation.
James E. Wheeler, instructor
in accounting to further doctoral

studies at the University of Illinois, and Vernon Walcott,
assistant professor of music, to
complete residence
requirements for the D.M.A. degree
at the University of Michigan.

University Hires
Head Residents
The University has announced
the appointment of 17 new head
residents.
They are: Mrs. Florence Archer, housemother, Sigma Nu;
Mrs. Louise Butschy, housemother, McDonald East, formerly at Alpha Delta Pi; Thomas
Carver, Rodgers Quadrangle;
Mrs. Helen Cooper, housemother Chi Omega; James Graham, Kreischer C and James
Hartsook, Kohl Hall.
Mrs. Ethel Kellner, housemother. Gamma Phi Beta; Mrs.
Tazilla Kenuth, housemother, Alpha Delta Pi;Mrs.MaryKoogler,
housemother, Harmon, formerly
at Chi Omega; Mrs. Joy Kramer, housemother, Treadway;
Mrs. Erma Lomax, housemother,
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Stephan
E. Markwood, Harhsman A.
Mrs. Eva Shaffer, housemother, Kappa Delta; Albert
B. Solomon, Harshman B; B.
Lyle Thompson, Conklin Hall;
Mrs. Marian Willey, housemother, Mooney Hall, and Jack T.
Wilson, Kreischer D.

Campus
Calendar
The United States Marine
Corps officer selection team will
be at the University Union October third, fourth and fifth between the hours of 9 a.m. and
5 p.m.
• • •
Open tryouts for the announcing staff of WBGU, the University's FM radio station, will
be held in room 413, South HalL
from 3:30 to 5 p.m., Sept. 28
thru 30.

SERVICE
BARBER
SHOP
Hours:
8:30 AM To 5:30 PM
Closed Wednesdays

COMPLETE BARBER SERVICE
• Razor Haircutting

• Sweat Shirts

Fine Dining
• Hair Straightening

Dancing
•T-Shirts
•Food Items
Private Rooms

• Sundries
• School Supplies

for
Banquets
Meetings
Special Events

'Your College Variety Store"

• Tinting Or Color

Relaxation
The Ambassador
East Toledo Expressway (U.S. 120)
at Hanley Rd.
near Turnpike Int. No. 5
Call 838-6791

• Hair Pieces

Parking In The Rear
426 E. Wooster St. j 354-2415
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ND,Purdue In Rematch
GAMES

Texas Christian at Ohio State
Michigan at California
Indiana at Northwestern
Missouri at Illinois
Stanford at Minnesota
Purdue at Notre Dame
Wisconsin at Southern Cal.
Oregon State at Iowa
Perm State at Mich. State
Toledo at Vlllanova
Bowling Green at Tampa
Miami (O.) at Xavler
Eastern Kentucky at Marshall
Central Mich, at Western Mich,
Kent State at Northern 111.
Ohio U. at Boston College
PROS
St. Louis at Cleveland
Los Angeles at Green Bay
San Francisco at Baltimore
Minnesota at Dallas

John Gugger

Susanne Orris

Jim O'Connor

Keith Trowbridge

Ohio State
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Stanford
Notre Dame
Southern Cal.
Iowa
Michigan State
Toledo
BG
Miami
Marshall
W. Michigan
Northern 111.
Boston College

Ohio State
Michigan
Northwestern
Illinois
Stanford
Notre Dame
Wisconsin
Oregon State
Michigan State
Toledo
BG
Miami
Marshall
W. Michigan
Kent
Boston College

Ohio State
California
Northwestern
Missouri
Minnesota
Purdue
Southern Cal.
Iowa
Michigan State
Toledo
BG
Miami
Marshall
W. Michigan
Kent
Boston College

Texas Christian
Michigan
Indiana
Missouri
Minnesota
Notre Dame
Wisconsin
Iowa
Michigan State
Toledo
BG
Miami
E. Kentucky
Central Mich.
Kent
OhioU.

Ohio State
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Stanford
Notre Dame
Southern Cal.
Oregon State
Michigan State
Toledo
BG
Miami
Marshall
W. Michigan
Kent

Cleveland
Green Bay
Baltimore
Dallas

Cleveland
Green Bay
Baltimore
Dallas

Cleveland
Green Bay
Baltimore
Dallas

Cleveland
Green Bay
Baltimore
Dallas

Cleveland
Green Bay
Baltimore
Dallas

Little Headlines

wr,

OhioU.

News Pigskin Poll Returns

Romeo Hanover
Tabbed Jug Choice
DELAWARE.O., (AP)-- The
$75,000 Little Brown Jug pacing
classic will be staged today with
Romeo Hanover, a three-to-one
favorite, expected to win In the
field of a dozen three-year-olds.
The colt has won 13 races In a
row.
A horse must win two heats
to capture the Little Brown JUg.
If a third heat is necessary
and provides a different winner
than the first two, a fourth heat
will be held with the three winners battling it out.
A filly, Bonjour Hanover, full
sister of the Incomparable Bret
Hanover who set the Jug and
world record for the mile In
1:57 on the Delaware Fairgrounds
half-mile ovaL will be driven
by two-time Jug winner Stanley
Dancer.
Bonjour Hanover Is figured as
Romeo's chief challenger^boasting a 1:57 time herself at DuQuoin, IlL, Sept. 1. She has 15
victories in 17 starts.
However, no filly has ever
won the Jug.

Ray Froelich

Heavy rains this week have
made the track water- logged but
the 21st running of the $75,000
event is expected to be on dry
dirt.
Floyd Wins, Loses

Floyd Patterson won In the
London ring Tuesday but suffered a loss In his hotel room.
Rings valued at $8,500 were stolen. This is the second robbery
suffered by the former champ
in recent weeks. Among the items stolen from his home in

New York was a crown valued
at $35,000.
Hatton Rehired

Grady Hatton has been re-appointed to the job of manager of
the Houston Astros for next year.
President Roy Hofhelnz said
Hatton was offered a long-term
contract but rejected It In favor
of a one- year pact.
The Astros are enjoying the
best of their five seasons in
the National League and have
already won more games than
any of the other four teams.

The B-G News Is pleased to
announce the return of last year's
popular feature, the Pigskin PolL
Each week three University
students will be selected at random (In front of the News office)
and pressed Into revealing their
expert predictions for that week's
top college and pro contests.
This week's contestants include Miss Susanne Orris, a
sophomore, Ray Froelich, a
freshman, and Jim O'Connor, a
sophomore. The top expert of
this trio will return to defend
his or her title next week.
Sports Editor John Gugger will
make his picks in every issue,
and a guest expert will also be
featured each week.

2, 4, Or 6 Days Or Nights
New Pay Rates
MEALS & UNIFORMS FURNISHED

Frisch Big Boy

^w&

s.nMn&.

ee m
a brand new vVV^^performance

Basketballers
Without Mims
Sam Mims, 6-3 starting forward on the Bowling Green basketball team the past two seasons, has been dropped from
school because of academic inadequacies. Mims missed part
of the last season with assorted
Injuries.
The former Highland Park,
Mich., prep ace was one of the
leading rebounders on last year's
team.

Dress Right at

STUDENTS
Male & Female
Part Time Or Full Time Work

This week's celebrity Is Mr.
Keith Trowbridge, director of
Institutional research at the University.

BGSU
We at GRAEBER-NICHOLS sincerely believe
that we have the most outstanding collection
of college clothing anywhere, and we guarantee the best quality at the lowest price to
fit your college budget.
We want to know you and we want you to know
GRAEBER-NICHOLS, therefore we are offering this get acquainted offer of 10% off on
everything you buy — just bring in this coupon
with your I.D. card - good as cash!

COUPON

'-■■■
■"
""""" ■■■■■•■■•■■■■V
GRAEBER-NICHOLS get acquainted offer
I

Wo Off
NAME

....

I.D. CARD NO

ONE COUPON PEP STUOENT—GOOD ONLY UNTIL OCT. 14

• ■■■■■■■■■■■a

COUPON

I
■

■

■

■■■■■■■■••■■■■

Largest Selection of College
Clothing in the Town

GRAEBER
NICHOLS
Horn* of famous Brands for Men and Women
10* South Main
Phono 354-7171

NOTICE - We Are Open Friday and Monday Til 9 P.M.
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One Man's Opinion

I

I

Biggest
Loss Of All

I

§

By JOHN GUGGER
Sports Editor

Most everyone In Sandusky, On knew the Williams family.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Williams, their sons John, Walter, Jrw
Stew, Eddie, George and daughter Linda.
Sports people, especially, knew them.
Walter was the first of the football-playing brothers atSanduaky
High and younger brother Stew is currently starring in college
ball here at the University . George played three years at Sandusky
High and Eddie is now a Junior starting at fullback.
A big, rambling back for Sandusky's Blue Streaks in the late
1950s, Walter earned the nickname "Junebug" for the tricky maneuvers that gained him yardage and Sandusky victories.
After graduation, Walter went Into the service, trying to help in
another victory for a bigger team.
One day this summer word came Walter Williams, Jr„ had been
thrown for a loss, a big one, by a band of Viet Cong. It was the kind
of loss time doesn't heal.
Dead at 24 before the whistle ever really blew.
It was Stew who broke the news to his parents on the evening of

Runners Construct
Track And Team
From construction workers to
cross country runners has been
the early story of 1966 cross
country squad.
Coach Mel Brodt has his runners helping with the construction of Bowling Green's newTartan track during the day and working out during the early morning and early evening hours.
This construction work has left
the Falcons slightly behind their
conditioning pace of past seasons.
Brodt will get some idea of
just how ready the Falcons are
as they step into their 1966

Juan Bags
23rd Win

season Saturday at home against
Miami and Kentucky. Last year,
Bowling Green topped Kentucky
21-40 while finishing on the short
end of a 16-47 score against
Miami.
Bowling Green moves into its
1966 year with three lettermen
back from last season's team
the compiled an overall record
of 6-1 and finished in fourth
place in the Mid-American Conference.
This year's returning veterans are Bob Parks who finished
as Bowling Green's No. 1 man
in 1965, Bob Knoll and Dan Sekerak.
Knoll and Sekerak were the

Falcon's No. 5 and No. 6 men
last year.
Parks, who is already the finest
distance runner in Bowling
Green's history, had a fine season last year as he set BG
records in the three-mile, five
and six-mile runs. He gained
first placetlnishes in three meets
last year before taking 12th place
in the Mid-American Conference
Championships.
Three sophomores, JlmHanneken, Jim Baker, and PaulTalkington, a long with track letterman
Terry Oehrtman, also figure into
Bowling Green's 1966 plans.

l3
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)--PitJune
«
„ , ._
"Sit down." he told them. "1 have something to tell. Junebug cher Juan Marlchal's homer

has been killed."

Walter Pushed Stew's Education
Life here goes on for Stew, his wife and two small daughters,
but the memories are hard to erase.
"I was closer to Walt than anyone In the family." the two-time
All -Mid American Conference fullback said. "We did everything
together.
"Walt wanted me to go to college, even though he couldn t go.
He taught me a lot of the things I know about life today."
Maybe it's just coincidence, but Stew Williams reported to BG
football drills this year in his best shape ever, weighing 235 pounds.
"Stew came in much lighter than before," coach Bob Gibson
said. "And though he has been hurt, he hasn't gone up too much."
"I worked out every day this summer," Williams said. "I'd like
to make this my best year, especially for my family. We came from
the south and at times we didn't have things others have. But my
parents have done all they could."
For Stew Williams, the return to the south will be soon. Saturday
night the Falcons open their season against Tampa in the Florida
city.
Maybe the trip will bring memories, some pleasant, some not
so pleasant. But one memory lingers. It always will.

capped a three-run San Francisco rally in the bottom of the
ninth inning and gave the Giants
a 6 to 5 victory over the Pittsburgh Pirates yesterday.
The victory kept alive the Giants' slim National League penant hopes and gave Marichal his
23rd win.
They are in third
pla ce, four and one-half games
behind first-place Los Angeles.
The loss dropped the secondplace Pirates two games behind
the Dodgers who played last night.
Going into the last of the ninth,
the Giants trailed 5 to 3. But
they tied the score on Jesus
Alou's single and Tom Haller's
homer. After the next batter
was retired, Marichal hit his first
homer of the season off reliever
Elroy Face.

Swingline
e

PuzZL MENls
[1] How far
can a doc
run into
the woods?

The "U" Shop's
Football Contest
Place an X in the box of the teams you
think will win Saturday, September 24th.
Estimate the total yardage of the BG game
will be the tie breaker.

□

B.G.S.U.

D

TAMPA FLA.

□

MICHIGAN

□

CALIFORNIA

□

PURDUE

□

NOTRE DAME

□

TOLEDO

□

VILLANOVA

□

TEXAS CHRISTIAN

□

OHIO STATE

D

MIAMI 0.

□

XAVIER

□

MISSOURI

□

ILLINOIS

□

VANDERBILT

□

GEORGIA TECH

D

INDIANA

□

NORTHWESTERN

□

OREGON STATE

(Answer, be/ow)

Man With A Mission

[2] A storekeeper
■fed 17 TOT Staplers.
All but 3 were sold.
How many did
he have left?

□

,0WA

Yards gained by Bowling Green

This is the

Swingline

PRIZE - Any Men's or Ladies Sweaters.
Entries must be in the U-Shop by Friday, September 23.

Tot Stapler

NAME.
. . . From the makers of Wee/uns '■

&044 MONOgRAMS
The lusty brogue redefined. Ounces lighter, doubly
flexible. The Monogram™ plate on the instep is our
mark of quality . . . your mark of distinction.

Thcrc'ia Plain Toeuyle. loo. Both in lib. k. (...1,1,n
awl Hawthorn Hrown grain call and Cordovan color CorfanW

& H. BASS & CO., 159 Main Street. Wilton. Maine

(including 1000 staples)
Larger sise CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49

ADDRESS.

No bigger than a pack of rum but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refill! available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!

9

INC.
Long Island City. N.Y. 11101
;u«o uaa noX uiaii footiae epiii lea;
-puei| ai)i aj,Xai|t 'ipuad ■ pue qooqaiou a
01 ixau aeneaaq 'Azaja ami usaqi luutnq
«*• •tuepnis sjj|de>s XOX J° *iue|ridod
»m jo £JO» sqt »noqa »inf s.ieiii 'pny
a**"U. Z jipooat at|i jo wo luiuunj if
*H •»»»» *»«v ■*'»IPH "l SaOMSNV

133 EAST W00STEW ST. • PHONE ISt-UM
BOWLING GREEN, ONIO

Ohio State
Ohio U.
Miami U.
Pordoe U.

U.
U.
U.
U.

of
of
of
of

Kentucky
Cincinnati
W. Virginia
Eastern Kentucky

